
  

PETZL BUCKET BAG
https://www.securhit.com/en/sacs-et-rangements/481-525-sac-petzl-
bucket.html#/487-modele_s001-jaune_15_l PETZL self-supporting BUCKET rope bag with external pocket
and customizable zone for regular or intensive use. Choice of 15, 30 or 45-liter capacity.

   Description
Need a sturdy, practical bag to store your ropes? PETZL's BUCKET bag lets you store up to 185 meters of
rope (for the largest model). Specially designed to make transporting your equipment as comfortable as
possible.

- Two loops inside the bag to hold both ends of the rope + four others to store equipment or connect a
TOOLBAG tool pouch
- A roll-up closure to protect the bag from the elements (rain, sand, mud, etc.).
- Two wide handles for maximum comfort
- Handle for positioning the bag at the workstation
- Adjustable, padded shoulder straps for comfortable carrying on the back, even over long periods of time
- An external pocket with zip closure for personal belongings
- A dedicated space for personalizing the bag
- Uncompromising durability, even under heavy use
- Waterproof, PVC- and chlorine-free TPU tarpaulin for long-term durability (resistant to sunlight, oil, grease
and extreme temperatures)

The PETZL BUCKET bag is available in three colors (yellow, red and black) and three sizes (15 liters, 30
liters and 45 liters).

15-liter bag (465 g): up to 45 meters of 11 mm diameter rope
30-liter bag (735 g): up to 110 meters of 11 mm diameter rope
45-liter bag (890 g): up to 185 meters of 11 mm diameter rope

Caractéristiques
- Materials : TPU, polyamide, polyester, polypropylène
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- Charge maximale : 50 kg (selon protocole de la norme EN ISO 21898:2006)
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